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This booklet celebrates the productivity and creativity of the Oberlin College of Arts and Sciences faculty in 2014. As teacher-scholars deeply committed to the project of liberal arts education, our faculty is equally committed to the production of new knowledge and its dissemination. Over the past year, faculty have published 174 articles and book chapters; 12 books; mounted or screened 28 performances, exhibitions, and documentaries; and produced 20 poems, one translation, and 38 reviews.

The catalog reflects the strength and vitality of our artists, and humanists, social and natural scientists. The range and depth of the scholarship displayed in these pages are very impressive, and the document both confirms and exhibits our engagement with the world and the life of the mind.

As you leaf through these pages, join me in celebrating the wonderful accomplishments of our gifted faculty!

Tim Elgren
Dean, College of Arts and Sciences

NOTES:
Books include Books, Monographs, and Edited Volumes.
Articles and Book Chapters include Articles, Book Chapters, Encyclopedia Articles, Publications, Catalog Essays, Forwards, Previews, Errata, Essays, and Essays in Anthologies.
Multimedia include Performances, Documentaries, Exhibitions, Shows, Curatorial Work, Film Work, Choreography, and Directorial Work.
Reviews include Book Reviews, Film Reviews, and Program Notes.

*indicates Oberlin undergraduate student coauthor
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Multimedia and Visual Arts

Christensen, Julia
Christensen, Julia. 2014. *Burnouts*. Sculptural video installation. Center for Ongoing Research and Projects, Columbus, OH.
Christensen, Julia. 2014. *Burnouts*. Sculptural video installation. 21C Museum Hotel, Louisville, KY.

Coleman, Johnny

Faber, Sebastiaan
Handman-Lopez, Holly


Harwood, John

Jackson-Smith, Caroline


Moser, Paul

*As You Like It.* By William Shakespeare. Director and Set Designer, Paul Moser. Oberlin Summer Theater Festival, Summer 2014.


Podis, Leonard


Romano, Renee

Schuster, Sarah
Schuster, Sarah. 2014. *Descent*. Thompson Art Gallery, Furman University, Greenville, SC.

Wright, Matthew
*Ghosts*. By Henrik Ibsen. Director, Matthew Wright. Oberlin College Theater, Oberlin, OH. 2014.
*As You Like It*. Performance by Matthew Wright (Jacques). Oberlin Summer Theater Festival, Oberlin OH. 2014.
*Spirits to Enforce*. Director, Matthew Wright. Cleveland Public Theater, Cleveland, OH. 2014.

Yannuzzi, Nanette
*Book Ends*. 2014. Exhibition featuring Ohio artists who recycle books from their original form to alter their appearance and/or meaning. LCCC, Lorain County, Ohio.
Poetry

Ali, Kazim
Ali, Kazim. 2014. “Chopping the Birch.”
Ali, Kazim. 2014. “How to Spend All One’s Blue” and “Son of History.” Kenyon Review.
Ali, Kazim. 2014. “Urdu” and “Phenomenal Survivals of Death in the Mountains.”

Tufts, Carol

Watanabe, Sylvia
Watanable, Sylvia. May 2014. “Song.” The Voices Project.

Translations

Milkova, Stiliana
Reviews

Dimova, Polina
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Faber, Sebastiaan
Hamilton, Elizabeth

Harwood, John

Hoffmann-Dilloway, Erika

Howell, Chris

Jones, Nicholas
Jones, Nicholas. 2014. Music Reviews in ClevelandClassical.com: ChamberFest Cleveland, “Celebrate 3!!!” June; ChamberFest Cleveland, “3X,” June; Ohio Light Opera, Die Fledermaus, June; Report from the Road, Amherst Early Music Festival, July; Cleveland Orchestra, with Jahja Ling and Yo Yo Ma, August; Contrapunctus, “The Remarkable Mr. Purcell,” October; Burning River Baroque, “Obsession and Unrequited Love,” October; Apollo's Fire, “Bach’s Birthday Bash, Part 1,” October; Vox Luminis, “Stabat Mater,” October; Cleveland Institute of Music, Handel’s Alcina, November; San Francisco Symphony, with Michael Tilson Thomas and Gil Shaham, November; duo parnas, Lorain County Community College Signature Series, November; Juilliard String Quartet, Cleveland Chamber Music Society, December; Tallis Scholars, Cleveland Museum of Art, December; Quire Cleveland, Charpentier’s Messe de Minuit, December.
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Simonson, Bruce (cont.)
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Trinacty, Christopher
Trinacty, Christopher. 2014. Review: Augoustakis and Traill’s A Companion to Terence. *CJ Online* 2014.05.06.
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